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This Month’s Fly-ins

We are now starting our weekly
Wednesday evening fly-in

programme. The aim is for Myron, our
Summer Events Coordinator, to publish
the details of the venue and any
requirements specific to the event on the
Monday or Tuesday of each week by
e-mail.

Quote of the Month

“Science, freedom, beauty,
adventure: what more could you

ask of life? Aviation combined all the
elements I loved. There was science in
each curve of an airfoil, in each angle
between strut and wire, in the gap of a
spark plug or the color of the exhaust
flame. There was freedom in the
unlimited horizon, on the open fields
where one landed. A pilot was
surrounded by beauty of earth and sky.
He brushed treetops with the birds, leapt
valleys and rivers, explored the cloud
canyons he had gazed at as a child.
Adventure lay in each puff of wind.”
— Charles A. Lindbergh

April Meeting Resume by Nick Heywood
Well, April's Presentation by Andy
Marshall of Lindstrand Balloons brings
the curtain down on the first part of 2012
for the SVMC. I hope that gave
everybody an insight into another facet
of aviation. From both the design and the
flying of balloons. More like HGV's of
sporting aviation. I think it's good to

understand the other Aviators point of
view, that way we can all co-exist
together.

The Flying Shack was bursting at the
seams with about 40 members crammed
in. " I guess there wasn't very much on
the telly Ha Ha" I think that was probably
the best turnout since we have been
meeting there.

I hope everybody enjoyed the evening.
Judging by the looks of concentration on
some faces and the amount of questions
that flowed in it suggests you did. It was
intended to last until about 9.00 pm but
it was going so well and I think
everybody was enjoying it (or just
polite), I decided to let it run and Andy
actually ran into a second presentation. I
had been warned that he did tend to go
on -and on. I think I'll nick name him
Duracell!

Any constructive feed back from the
members about the talks would be
welcome. Then I know what to aim for
and what to avoid for next winter.

Looking forward to the evening Fly-ins
and I hope to see you all there, where
ever they may be. Safe flying.

Eastbach News by Dick Osler

The CAA have contacted the pilots who
were inadvertently involved in the

problems at Eastbach last year. I am
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pleased to say that the CAA have
concluded that they have no case to
answer, and therefore, have been
completely exonerated. If you wish to fly
into Eastbach, please PPR beforehand
(phone Bruce Morgan on 07765 342438).
Please follow the procedures as laid down
in the Spence airfield website, and make
blind calls regarding your intentions
using the Safetycom frequency (135.475
MHz). Bruce has indicated that currently
they will be unable to host a BBQ at their
home location of Eastbach during our
summer flying season, but he and Wendy
will be available to host a BBQ at an away
location (to be confirmed).

News from the BMAA from John
Hamer

The BMAA prides itself on the speed of
the service it offers members.

However, this is likely to suffer as a result
of action by the local post office as set
out below.

“Due to a reorganisation of the local

postal routes from Banbury the

BMAA post now arrives at 1135 in the

morning rather than 0900. The result is

that it is less likely that we can offer the

same speed of service that we have been

able to do in the past . Reducing the time

available to process post prior to the

afternoon collection at 1600 will mean

that same day turn around is less likely.

The change has occurred because the

Post Office have "reorganised". It is

unfortunate that the reorganisation of

the Post Office for their benefit is at the

expense of their customers and

ultimately our members suffer. The

alternatives offered to us were pay

£4,000 to have dedicated postman to

deliver just to us or employ a BMAA staff

member to collect the post so the Post

Office doesn't have to employ someone

to deliver it.

We would encourage all members to use

electronic communication as much as

possible in future. You can now submit

applications for Permit renewal by Fax

[01869 337116] or scan attached to an

email [permits(at)bmaa.org]. We are

always looking for opportunities to

reduce the need for hard copy where we

can.”

Safety

The first Club Wednesday fly-in has taken
place and the hope is that the weather
will now cooperate and provide many
more opportunities for gathering socially
during the summer. Information has
already been circulated about the use of
radio for fly-Ins. Please adhere to any
requirements specific to the location and
remember that you are an invited guest.

Fly-in Reports

Windrush 16th May by Dick Osler

Well, it finally happened! We actually
managed to hold a fly-in, the first

this year. And what a way to start the
season! We had 27 aircraft in attendance
and several members who were “between
aircraft” made the journey by road. This

exceeded our best attendance of last year
by 3 aircraft. Many thanks to John and
Sue Davis for hosting us in great style,

and also to Roy Limbrick the landowner,
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for allowing us to descend on him en-
mass. A collection was made for Cancer
Research, so many thanks to members
for their contributions. Well done Myron
for arranging the venue as well as the
weather!

A bit of history about RAF Windrush.

Sunday 18th August 1940.

By August 1940, the Battle of Britain was
reaching its conclusion. On that single
day, the RAF shot down or severely dam-
aged thirty-six aircraft. That day 129
Germans died. The cost to the RAF was
eleven pilots and aircrew.

One of the men who died that day was
Sergeant Bruce Hancock. He had almost
finished training with No 6 SFTS at RAF
Little Rissington and was about to go on
leave. He was 26.

Hancock had just taken off from RAF
Windrush in his Anson L9164. It was
dark, and Hancock was practicing night
flying. At four minutes to midnight he
collided with a Heinkel HE111 of the
Luftwaffe’s 5/KG27. The plane had been
detailed to attack RAF Brize Norton, ten
miles SE of RAF Windrush but the pilot
had mistaken Windrush for Brize and
attempted an attacking run.

Hancock’s body was not found until the
following day, laying 100 yards from the
wreckage of his plane. Local firewatchers
who found his body claimed that had
more of an effort been made to find him
on the night of the crash, he may have
lived.

The German plane came down at Black-
pits Farm near Aldbourne (now just off
the A40). The four German flyers were
buried with full military honours at North-
leach Parish Church. Hancock was buried
in the RAF cemetery at Hendon.
But what happened? Did Hancock delib-
erately use his Anson to ram the German
Heinkel or was it a simple mid-air crash?

Reports from ground observers at the
time say that the German plane opened
fire on Hancock’s Anson. They also say
that he slowed his plane, allowing the
German aircraft to overfly him. Then,
once the Heinkel’s pilot was committed to
the manoeuvre, Hancock climbed, ram-
ming the German plane out of the sky.

Although the RAF never recognised Han-
cock’s action, he had apparently told his
brother-in-law that he would be quite
prepared to ‘deliberately ram an enemy
aircraft’ if he had to ....

Microlight Trade Fair Popham -

5th-6th May 2012

Popham held the annual Microlight
Trade Fair on 5-6 May 2012. Jim

Taylor, Budge and I made the trek down
there by road. It was a grey start from
Over Farm at 9.00 am. We got there
around 10.30 am and, on getting out of
Jim’s car, boy was that wind really cold.
It didn’t let up much during the day
either and I have to admit to being glad
to get back inside the car.

A couple of hardy souls from the club flew
down (Steve Sykes and son, and Bruce
Drake and Cath). I believe that Steve
flew in on the Friday and camped
overight. I am sure that the next morning
there would have been a brass monkey
looking for a welder! During Saturday, as
the weather improved, I reckoned that
80 aircraft flew in.

What was there to see? Certainly pride of
place went to club member Roger
Cornwell with his Eurofox stand. If the
amount of visitors to his stand was
anything to go by, business may have
been really good. I understand that had
we visited on the Sunday, Roger could
have been seen arriving with his Eurofox
towing a glider from Bicester. He
demonstrated the capabilities of the
Eurofox during the day with a
demonstration of glider towing, and
departed the show towing the glider back
to Bicester.
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P & M Aviation were demonstrating their
semi-enclosed flexi-wing Pulsar. A very

innovative shape, but a very expensive
£38K+ for the privilege of owning one.
There was still quite a bit of interest in
the QuikR however.

It looks like the Dynamic microlight
aircraft is back in business, marketed by
the Yeoman Light Aircraft Company
limited. I really love the shape of the

Dynamic, but once again, the price is well
out of reach of mere mortals. It isn’t
available as a kit, and retails around the
£80,000 mark.

Flylight Aviation was represented by Paul
Dewhurst and the Skyranger Ninja. I
reckon that it is a pleasing design and is
more compact looking than the previous
Skyranger marques and kits retail around
the £38,000+ mark.

The Sherwood Ranger was seen flying in
the brisk winds and kits are being
produced by The Light Aircraft Company
based at Little Snoring (a former RAF
Bomber base in Norfolk). The kit price is
around £13,000, plus options, engine
and instruments.

Evektor with Chris Theakston were
showing off their VLA Eurostar with the
new fuel injection Rotax (912iS) engine.

It is claimed to have up to a 70% more
efficient fuel system than comparable
engines and is run by a digital electronic
engine management system. No worries
about carburettor icing! The engine is
currently too heavy to be mounted in the
microlight version of the Eurostar, but
who knows what may happen in future
builds.

Finally, auto-gyros (or gyroplanes)
abound with some very pretty designs.

Most use the Rotax 914 (turbo engine).
Of German design, this Cavalon side by
side two-seater was the pick of the
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bunch. Not too much change left from
£100,000!

Dates for your Diary

20th May – Barbeque and Open Hangar
Day at Old Park Farm, Pyle. Contact
Philip Whitmore, 07721 432765

1st – 4th June – Nationals Round and
Tour of Cornwall, Over Farm

2nd - 3rd June 2012 -  Balloons,
Microlights & BBQ Welshpool Airport.
Information and PPR 01938 555560

15th – 24th June – Fly UK 2012 .
<www.fly-uk.org> for details and
updates

21st – 23rd June – Round Britain Rally
– Northrepps Airfield. Register at
www.roundbritainrally.org.uk

23rd – 29th July – EAA AirVenture,
Oshcosh, Wisconsin, USA

7th August – 1st September – World
Microlight and Paramotor Champion-
ships, Air Marugan, Segovia. Details at
<www.airmarugan.com>

18th - 19th August - Galaxy Microlights
Wing Farm fly-in. Contact   07841 614577
mark@galaxymicrolights.co.uk

31st August –2nd September – LAA
Rally,Sywell

24th - 25th November – The Flying
Show, NEC Birmingham

For Sale

Mainair Flash2 Alpha 1990 - ideal first
microlight. Airframe 320 hours, Engine
Rotax 462 LC 120 hours. Warp drive
prop, intercom and helmets. permit ran
out march 2012. can be seen at Over
Farm. £1200. For more details telephone
Russell on 01452 812940.
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